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Description of Strong's Classic WorkStrong's dictionary of Biblical Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic, like

his concordance and dictionary of Biblical Greek, is a classic reference work for biblical studies and

is accessible to the layperson. Each word in Biblical Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic is numbered,

presented in Hebrew script and in transliteration and is accompanied by a pronunciation guide.

Each word is defined, and the translation(s) of that word in the Authorized English Version are

presented. Strong's work was originally published in 1890 under the title A Concise Dictionary of the

Words in the Hebrew Bible; with their Renderings in the Authorized English Version. It was bound

together with Strong's Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible.Beautiful Hebrew in This E-BookThis

digital edition of Strong's classic work is distinctive in not only presenting the Hebrew/Aramaic in

Hebrew/Aramaic script but doing so using in an aesthetically pleasing manner that looks great on

the Kindle. It also presents the transliteration beautifully.Advanced Navigation Features in This

E-BookThis digital edition of Strong's Hebrew Dictionary of the Bible recognizes that you do not

generally read dictionaries linearly. As a result, there are multiple options provided for powerful and

rapid navigation. Note that navigation details might be different in the various Kindle applications for

platforms other than the Kindle itself.First, when you click on Go to in the menu, you have the option

of selecting Table of Contents. This Table of Contents provides hyperlinks to each letter of the

dictionary along with the range of Strong's numbers for that letter. Clicking on a link to a letter

provides a list of options for the first two letters of the word as well as the range of Strong's numbers

for that letter combination. Once you click on the desired two-letter combination, you can flip the

page to get to the desired entry if need be.Second, when you are reading, clicking the 5-way

controller to the right will advance you to the hyperlinked list for the next letter of the alphabet.

Clicking the 5-way controller to the left does similarly.Third, you can navigate directly to a particular

glossary entry by clicking on Index in the menu and typing in the letter "h" followed by the Strong's

number for that entry. For example, to navigate to the entry for Strong's #1234, simply type "h1234"

into the text box and hit enter. This option is not available on first generation Kindles and might not

be available on Kindle applications.Fourth, you can navigate directly to a particular glossary entry by

clicking on Index in the menu and typing in the Hebrew/Aramaic word using transliterated Hebrew,

using just the consonants. Please note that the transliteration scheme for this navigation option is

found in the table below and is different than Strong's transliteration scheme displayed in the

e-book. This is so that all Hebrew consonants can be presented as single characters and

adequately distinguished without diacritics. This option is intended for advanced users. For

example, to navigate to the entry for Strong's #1121, ben, simply type "bn" after clicking on Index



and hit enter. This will take you to the appropriate entry. This option is not available on first

generation Kindles and might not be available on Kindle applications.
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STRONG'S HEBREW DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE by James Strong is tricky to navigate for a

couple of different reasons. First and foremost, it IS NOT an English dictionary that gives the

Hebrew definitions. To look up a word, you have to know the Hebrew spelling, and then you have to

locate the first and second letter combinations in the book's front menu in order to link to the word's

definitive conclusion. At first glance, this doesn't sound like a big deal, but if you are unfamiliar with

Hebrew (as I am) it is often difficult to distinquish between letters due to slight variations between

the letters AND how they're written. So it is laborious for a person starting to study the Hebrew

definitions but learnable. However, this was personally too time consuming for me to be a very

effective way to use with Bible study.Additionally the other drawback is the Kindle navigation. It is

duly noted that this book was published 5/14/2011 and the first Kindle Fire was not released until



11/15/2011. So it is not the publisher's fault for some of the navigation issues you can run into. That

being said, if you have a Kindle Touch or one with 5-way navigation, you're at least better off than if

you're using the Fire. Since the older models at least enable you to move from chapter to chapter,

and the Fire doesn't. Also in the older Kindle models, you could type the letter h plus Strong's four

digit code and navigate directly to a particular glossary entry. For example I was researching the

word peace. Couldn't figure out how to find the word through the first two Hebrew letters, but I did

run across a website that had Strong's 4 digit code for the word listed. So I wanted to read more.

However, Kindle Fire doesn't allow any alpha letters in the search function.
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